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The aim of the thesis was to gain insight into the processes linked to the exhumation of 

high-pressure terrains in a continental collision setting. 

Numerical experiments were set up in which the lithosphere, effectively under 

compression because converging at a set velocity, is deformed accordingly to elasto- 

plastic or visco-elastic flow laws as determined from laboratory experiments. Special 

consideration was given to feed back mechanisms and coupling between tectonic and 

metamorphic processes. 

It is shown that incorporation of metamorphic reactions in models for lithospheric 

thickening lead to diminished uplift with a duration extended in time relative to models 

in which the effects of metamorphic reactions on density are neglected 

The results also showed that, tectonic contributions have important bearings on the 

pressure and temperature evolution of the orogen, The rate of heat production by strain 

heating can exceed the rate of heat production generated by radioactive heat decay. 

The combination of strain heating and heat advection can lead to temperatures in 

excess of 800” at 40 km depth. 

The pressure evolution is affected by the contribution of horizontal tectonic stresses 

and by vertical loads generated by the deflections resulting from the presence of 

topographic relief and its corresponding roots. This could explain the presence of high- 

pressures rocks at shallow levels as well as anomalous pressure features such as 

inverted pressure gradients, extremely steep pressure gradients and pressure gaps. 

The effects of stresses on pressure migrate also to all the metamorphic observables 

that require a conversion from pressure to depth such as for example temperature 

gradients and exhumation rates. 

The numerical calculations outline a metamorphic evolution characterised by an initial 

high-pressure phase followed by a high-temperature stage as tectonic contributions to 

pressure decrease while the orogen evolves toward higher geotherms, 

The model results indicate that after an initial stage of homogeneous deformation the 

main response of the lithosphere to shortening is folding, In a strong lithosphere and for 

fast convergence rates deformation tends to localise. This leads to the attainment of 

eclogitic and granulitic metamorphic conditions” Deformation migrates outwards when 

the lithosphere is weaker. In this case a metamorphic grade attaining amphibolite 

facies metamorphism is recorded by the rocks involved in erogenic processes 



i risultati ottenuti mostano the dopo un period0 iniziale di deforma~ione omogenea 

questa la riposta primaria della litofera al raccorciamento sia lo sviluppo di peghe a 

Scala litosferica. Nel case di una litosfera resistente o di covergenza veloce la 

deformazione resta localizzata in un antiforme centrale dove le rocce raggiungono 

condizioni metamorfiche corrispondenti alla facies eclogitica o gran~~litica~ Nel case in 

cui la litosfera sia relativamente piu debole la deformazione migra verso I’esterno e II 

grado metamorfico raggiunge condizioni amfibolitiche, 

lnoltre i risultati mostrano the i gradienti metamofici in superfine e le traiettorie 

pressione-temperatura dell@ rocce esposte presentano differenze importanti in 

funzione del tempo. Per questa ragione quest0 tipo di osservazioni risultano 

inappropriate per discriminare tra differenti processi tettonici, 


